Proving the Business Case for

BUILDING ANALYTICS

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory has partnered with commercial building owners across the country to gather
data on the costs and benefits of Energy Management and Information Systems (EMIS). EMIS are the technologies
behind automated, data-driven energy management that help identify, diagnose, and implement building system
improvements. Through this partnership, Berkeley Lab has assembled the largest dataset to date on building
analytics costs and benefits, proving the business case for their use at scale.

How EMIS work:

Data Analytics:
Transmits
actionable
information to
building engineer

Data Warehouse: Integrates
and organizes building data

Implementation:
Building engineer
reviews analytics
and makes repairs
or improvements

Data collection:
Sensors, meters,
IoT devices
Monitoring: Tracks improvements
and measures savings
EMIS TOOLS: Energy information systems (EIS) help find energy waste using smart meter data.
Fault detection and diagnostic tools (FDD) detect and prioritize HVAC system faults. Automated
system optimization (ASO) includes control algorithms to minimize energy use across systems.

Largest Dataset Documents the Costs and Benefits of EMIS
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The 2016–2020 Smart Energy Analytics Campaign was a public-private sector partnership program funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy, which focused on the application of EMIS and monitoring-based commissioning practices.
The Campaign coupled technical assistance with data collection to document the energy and non-energy benefits of
EMIS. For more information on Berkeley Lab’s EMIS research, visit https://buildings.lbl.gov/energy-analytics

